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PREHISTORY

According to Professor Leakey, the earth is 4,600,000,000 years old. The year 400,000,1981 AD will therefore be a really big anniversary, possibly Plutonium, and it would be unwise to forget it. Civilisation could end up not talking to you for weeks. Start thinking about a suitable anniversary present now, even if you end up rushing out to buy it at the last minute. Something personal, certainly nothing for the kitchen.
2,000,000,000 BC Unicellular life appears. It reproduces by parthenogenesis, involving no one else. It is therefore pretty happy, especially as nobody asks it where it has been all night.
30,000,000 BC Earliest apes appear. This is the Oligocene Period (from Greek = 'few'), and the handful of apes thus has a very good time, since you can lope for weeks without running into an ape of the opposite sex, which means that when you eventually do, you are extremely grateful. Ugly apes have as much fun as attractive apes, and do not have to stay in all the time washing their hair. As a result, however, apes naturally begin to proliferate, so that within hardly more than about six million years some apes are starting to get choosy. Thus, the more repulsive apes take to trying to hang on to their mates permanently, in case the chance doesn't come again. It is the dawn of matrimony.
1,700,000 BC Earliest known hominids appear. Hunting and food-gathering begins. Slight shift in bonding-patterns emerges as female hominids able to make lizards taste good gain edge over female hominids with nice legs.
400,000 BC Homo Erectus stage. Body hair starts thinning. As big busts therefore become more evident, there is a commensurate swing away from lizard cuisine again.
350,000 BC Date of Heidelberg jaw. From its size and elaborate hingework, palaeontologists have now been able to sex it with confidence, and also attribute to it the beginnings of domestic conversation. Phonetic experts believe it to have been capable of delivering complex structures at rapid speed, viz. 'What time do you call this, I have been slaving over this bloody lizard crumble all day, I was given to understand you were out gathering moss for afters, it does not take eight hours, whatever they are, to pluck a few handfuls of lichen, doubtless you have been lurching around after that top-heavy slag up the cliff, what is that curly red hair on your club, well I have not given you the best years of my life in order to...
350,000 BC (later the same evening)  Date of Heidelberg head-ache.
200,000 BC Discovery of fire. It is now possible to get a decent steak. An entirely new area of marital discord is ushered in, since it is even more possible to get a lousy steak.
80,000 BC Neanderthal Period. Tools become much more sophisticated: the needle is refined, making it possible to invent the nightdress. Cohabitation enters its darkest phase to date.
50,000 BC The First Ice Age. Neanderthal man, maintaining that it was Neanderthal woman's job to get the firewood in, bloody hell have I got to do every little job myself, and while we're on the subject it wouldn't kill your mother to get up off her backside now and again, becomes extinct.
30,000 BC Emergence of Cro-Magnon man, and the Aurignacian culture, bringing with it cave-painting and violent arguments about what colour to do the dining-room. Chisels become more sophisticated, and Cro-Magnon woman suggests that a shelf be put up in the kitchen.
25,000 BC Cro-Magnon woman asks how the shelf is coming along.
18,000 BC Last Ice Age. Cro-Magnon man reckons that it is hardly worth putting up the shelf now, and becomes extinct.
12,000 BC Rise of Proto-Neolithic civilisation. The wheel is invented. The woman is not allowed to roll it.

THE MODERN ERA

3,500 BC Sumerian civilisation flourishes. Cuneiform writing is invented, radically changing the whole nature of marriage, since it is now possible to write notes saying:

I miss you my darling, when is that ratfaced husband of yours going on nights again, S.W.A.L.K.

As it is also possible to find them lying around in pockets, a new vitality enters married life, together with surgery.
3,000 BC Cretan civilisation. First recorded example of bridegroom saying: 'It is a small thing, but Minoan.' The period is also remarkable for the rise of gold, silver and copper ornamentation: the sweet-dish is born, and becomes the first example of an item made not for using but for giving. Such is the glut of production that weddings alone will not mop up the fearful flood, and the engagement party is invented. This is an extremely successful marketing operation, and even allows the silversmiths to diversify into cruets.
2,000 BC Abraham leads the great emigration from Mesopotamia into Canaan, but it does not help: his mother-in-law finds out where he is from the butcher.
1,988 BC God commands Abraham to slay his son Isaac. His mother-in-law commands him to make the boy a solicitor. It is no contest; by 1,982 BC, Isaac has eight junior partners, plus a branch in Hebron specialising in corporate financing.
1,184 BC Menelaus goes to Sparta on business, and while he is away, Paris comes in to service the dishwasher. He then persuades Helen to elope with him to Troy, whereupon the Greeks lay siege to the city. The siege lasts ten years, which means that, while Helen was undoubtedly the most beautiful woman in the world at the start, by the end she is lying third, behind Miss Guatemala and Julia Morley. Menelaus takes Helen back to Sparta, but sees a lot of Miss Guatemala on the side.
753 BC Rhea Silvia, left short of housekeeping by her husband Mars, takes a part-time job in a Latium boutique, but has nowhere to leave the twins. She contacts a domestic agency for a child-minder, but because of a misunderstanding they send a wolf. It does not matter, the wolf is very good with kids and knows some terrific games, plus being a stickler for neatness. Anyone leaving toys lying around is liable to lose a leg. Inconsequence, Romulus and Remus grow up right, and found Rome. Dr Spock may have known a thing or two, but he wasn't in the wolf's league.
432 BC Outbreak of appalling marital disorder in Greece: not only are the divorce courts run off their feet with cases in which the evidence leaves even hardened barristers vomiting, but the genetic consequences afflict society for years to come, as sisters find themselves to be uncles and men turn out to be their own grandparents. Sociologists blame it on watching too much Sophocles.
46 BC Carpet containing Cleopatra delivered to Caesar. CLEOPATRA: 'Have you told her yet?' CAESAR: 'She hasn't been feeling very well lately.' This is the first recorded example of this popular exchange.
0 BC Breakthrough in attitude to one-parent families.
60 AD Revolt of Boudicca, who fits sword-blades to her chariot wheels and leaves a pitiful trail of Roman sopranos in her wake. Later, she edits Guardian women.
618 Foundation of the T'ang Dynasty in China, ushering in the 128-piece dinner service. This is to revolutionise marriage, since the only way anybody can afford one is to have a formal ceremony, a large number of guests, and a list at Harrods.
663 Synod of Whitby installs Roman Christianity in Britain, which causes many problems, not the least of which is that very few people can spell 'rhythm'.
868 Earliest printed book appears in China. However, since several hundred couples suffer serious damage attempting page 32, it is quickly withdrawn.
879 Following the second Danish invasion, King Alfred seeks refuge in a peasant woman's hut. Her husband, who has been asleep in the garden, is awakened by the smell of a neglected oven, but proves an inferior swordsman to the king. This comes as no surprise to his wife.
1000 Leif Ericsson discovers North America. He is met by a tall woman with wonderful teeth who is prepared to enter into a one-to-one meaningful relationship in which both partners respect one another as persons. Leif Ericsson gets back in his boat.
1066 Normans introduce contraceptive to Britain. It is called garlic.
1099-1204 The Crusades, or I Have To Go Abroad On Business. It is hardly surprising that the English contingent fares so badly: of the 18,400 crusaders who set out, 9,200 are secretaries, and only a handful get further than Brighton.
1327 A bad year for marriage. Edward II, King of England, comes out of the closet. Since he is subsequently killed with a red-hot poker, it is also a bad year for coming out of the closet.
1536 Execution of Anne Boleyn radically changes English sexual mores. Husbands are encouraged to believe that it is no longer necessary to bring home bunches of daffs or engage in enervating foreplay: all you do is stick an axe on the bedside table. Women, however, respond by waiting for
1558, when Elizabeth I introduces the fashion for virgin spinsterhood. Nobody gets married, and there is very little sex, which is particularly hard on Sir Walter Raleigh, who has just invented the cigarette for afterwards.
1590+ The rise of English drama. Hardly have people begun marrying again when they have to start going to the theatre all the time. In arguments about who had the tickets, where to park the horse, who fell asleep during the first act, whether to eat before or after, and whose turn it is to take the baby-sitter home, thousands die.
1669 NellGw
1981 Hack's wife bursts in, enquiring whether hack realises it is now 3.30 a.m., not of course that it is a question of hack choosing between her and typewriter, hack exclaims bloody hell, politely, I have only got to 1669 and not yet dealt with rubber-wear or mortgages either, hack's wife says what is hack writing about, hack says marriage, hack's wife goes ha bloody ha.


